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Abstract
The empirical likelihood method is especially useful for constructing conﬁdence intervals or regions
of the parameter of interest. This method has been extensively applied to linear regression and generalized
linear regression models. In this paper, the empirical likelihood method for single-index regression models is
studied.An estimated empirical log-likelihood approach to construct the conﬁdence region of the regression
parameter is developed. An adjusted empirical log-likelihood ratio is proved to be asymptotically standard
chi-square. A simulation study indicates that compared with a normal approximation-based approach, the
proposed method described herein works better in terms of coverage probabilities and areas (lengths) of
conﬁdence regions (intervals).
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A single-index regression model for the dependence of scalar variable Y and a p-vector X has
the form
Y = g(T X) + ε, (1.1)
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where g(·) is an unknown univariate link function,  is an unknown vector in Rp with ‖‖ = 1,
‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm, ε is a random error, and E(ε|X) = 0 almost surely. The appeal
of these models is that by focusing on an index T X, the so-called “curse of dimensionality" in
ﬁtting multivariate nonparametric regression function is avoided. These models are often used
as a reasonable compromise between fully parametric and fully nonparametric modelling. See,
for example, McCullagh and Nelder [19]. Other recent works on estimation in the framework of
model (1.1) were done by Härdle et al. [11], and Hristache et al. [13].
Estimation for the unknown function g(·), and especially the index-vector  has been exten-
sively discussed in the literature. For instance, the least square method, the average derivative
method [29] and the sliced inverse regression method [8]. Ichimura [15] studied the properties of
semiparametric least-squares estimator in a general single-index model. The average derivative
method leads to a
√
n-consistent estimator of the index vector , see Härdle and Tsybakov [12],
Hristache et al. [13]. The slicing estimator of sliced inverse regression [8,14,18,34,35] can also
achieve
√
n-consistent.
A relevant topic is the construction of conﬁdence region of . A natural method is the use of
asymptotic normal distribution of ˆ deﬁned by one of the above mentioned methods to construct
a conﬁdence region of . But with this method, a plug-in estimation of the limiting variance
of ˆ is needed. In this paper, we suggest an alternative approach via empirical likelihood ra-
tio introduced by Owen [20,21]. The empirical likelihood has many advantages over normal
approximation-based methods. In particular, the prior constraints on region shape is not needed to
impose; the construction of a pivotal quantity is not required; and the constructed region is range
preserving and transformation-respecting [10]. Hence, Owen [22] applied empirical likelihood
to linear regression models, and proved that the empirical log-likelihood ratio is asymptotically
standard chi-square. This leads a direct use of limit distribution to construct the conﬁdence regions
(intervals) of regression parameters with asymptotically correct coverage probabilities. Kolaczyk
[17] and Owen [23] have made further extensions to generalized linear model and projection
pursuit regression. The relevant papers are [2–5,7,16,24–26,28,31–33].
Themain purpose of this article is to use the empirical likelihoodmethod to single-index regres-
sion model (1.1). We will prove that an estimated empirical log-likelihood ratio is asymptotically
a weighted sum of independent 21 variables with unknown weights. To construct conﬁdence re-
gions of , two modiﬁed empirical likelihood ratios are recommended. The ﬁrst is to use plug-in
estimation to obtain the estimators of the unknown weights and the second uses an adjustment to
derive a standard chi-squared limit. Hence, these two methods allow us to construct conﬁdence
region of .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, three empirical log-likelihood ratio are derived,
and the regions of  are constructed. In Section 3, a simulation study is conducted to compare the
ﬁnite sample properties of the proposed empirical likelihoodmethodswith a normal approximation
based method in terms of coverage accuracy and areas (lengths) of conﬁdence regions (intervals).
The proof of theorems are relegated to Section 4.
2. Methodology and results
2.1. Estimated empirical log-likelihood
Suppose that the recorded data {(Xi, Yi)ni=1} are generated by the model (1.1), this is
Yi = g(T Xi) + εi, i = 1, . . . , n, (2.1)
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where ε1, . . . , εn are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) randomerrorswithE(εi |Xi) =
0, 1 in, Xi = (Xi1, . . . , Xip)T ∈ Rp.
Note that ‖‖ = 1 is actually a constraint and then  has only p − 1 free components.
This constraint will be used to construct a (p − 1)-dimensional conﬁdence region of , and the
conﬁdence region of the remained component can be determined by the others automatically.
Speciﬁcally, let  = (1, . . . , p)T , and (r) = (1, . . . , r−1, r+1, . . . , p)T be a (p − 1)-
dimensional parameter vector after deleting the rth component r of .Without loss of generality,
we assume that the r is a positive component (otherwise, consider r = −(1 − ‖(r)‖2)1/2).
Then, we write
 = ((r)) = (1, . . . , r−1, (1 − ‖(r)‖2)1/2, r+1, . . . , p)T .
The true parameter (r) satisﬁes the constraint ‖(r)‖ < 1. Thus,  is inﬁnitely differentiable in
a neighborhood of the true parameter (r), the Jacobian matrix is
J(r) =

(r)
= (1, . . . , p)T ,
where s (1sp, s = r) is a (p − 1)-dimensional unit vector with sth component 1, and
r = −(1 − ‖(r)‖2)−1/2(r).
DenoteX(r)i =(Xi1, . . . , Xi,r−1, Xir , . . . , Xip)T . SinceT Xi=(r)T X(r)i +(1−‖(r)‖2)1/2Xir ,
both g(T Xi) and g′(T Xi) are the function of (r). Therefore, we introduce an auxiliary random
vector
Zi(
(r)) = [Yi − g(T Xi)]g′(T Xi)J T(r)Xi.
Note that E[Zi((r))] = 0 if  is the true parameter. Whereas, when E[Zi((r))] = 0, we can
construct an estimating equation
∑n
i=1 Zi(
(r)) = 0. If we assume that g is known, then the
solution of the equation is just the least-squares estimator of (r). Therefore, by Owen [22], this
can be done using the empirical likelihood. We deﬁne the proﬁle empirical log-likelihood ratio
function
ln(
(r)) = −2max
{
n∑
i=1
log(npi)
∣∣∣pi0, n∑
i=1
pi = 1,
n∑
i=1
piZi(
(r)) = 0
}
.
If (r) is the true parameter, then ln((r)) can be shown to be asymptotically standard chi-square
with p − 1 degrees of freedom, denoted by 2p−1. However, ln((r)) cannot be directly used to
make inference on (r) because ln((r)) contains the unknown g(T Xi) and g′(T Xi). A natural
way of solving this problem is to replace g(·) and g′(·) in ln((r)) by two estimators respectively.
In this paper, we consider a linear smoother which is obtained via a local linear approximation
to g(·) and g′(·) [9]. For any , the estimators of g(·) and g′(·) are deﬁned in the following. First
we search for a and b to minimizer
n∑
i=1
(
Yi − a − b(T Xi − t)
)2
Kh
(
T Xi − t
)
, (2.2)
whereKh(·) = h−1K(·/h),K(·) is a kernel function andh = hn is a sequence of positive numbers
tending to zero, called the bandwidth. Let aˆ and bˆ be the solution to the weighted least-squares
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problem (2.2). Simple calculation yields
aˆ =
n∑
i=1
Uni(t; , h)Yi
/ n∑
j=1
Unj (t; , h)
and
bˆ =
n∑
i=1
U˜ni(t; , h)Yi
/ n∑
j=1
Unj (t; , h),
where
Uni(t; , h) = Kh(T Xi − t)
[
Sn,2(t; , h) − (T Xi − t)Sn,1(t; , h)
]
,
U˜ni(t; , h) = Kh(T Xi − t)
[
(T Xi − t)Sn,0(t; , h) − Sn,1(t; , h)
]
and
Sn,l(t; , h) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(T Xi − t)lKh(T Xi − t), l = 0, 1, 2.
Let h be a bandwidth that is optimal for estimating g, and a bandwidth h1 = h1n is for the
estimation of g′ when  is given. Then, the estimators of g(t) and g′(t) are deﬁned by
gˆ(t; ) =
n∑
i=1
Wni(t; )Yi
and
gˆ′(t; ) =
n∑
i=1
W˜ni(t; )Yi,
where
Wni(t; ) = Uni(t; , h)
/ n∑
j=1
Unj (t; , h)
and
W˜ni(t; ) = U˜ni(t; , h1)
/ n∑
j=1
Unj (t; , h1).
Let Zˆi((r)) be an estimator of Zi((r)) with g(T Xi) and g′(T Xi) being replaced by
gˆ(T Xi; ) and gˆ′(T Xi; ), respectively, for i = 1, . . . , n. Then an estimated empirical log-
likelihood is deﬁned as
lˆ((r)) = −2max
{
n∑
i=1
log(npi)
∣∣∣pi0, n∑
i=1
pi = 1,
n∑
i=1
piZˆi(
(r)) = 0
}
.
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By the Lagrange multiplier method, lˆ((r)) can be represented as
lˆ((r)) = 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
1 + T Zˆi((r))
)
, (2.3)
where  is determined
1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
1 + T Zˆi((r))
= 0. (2.4)
In order to give the results in this paper, we ﬁrst give a set of conditions.
C1. The density function f (t) of T X is bounded away from zero on T , and satisﬁes Lipschitz
condition of order 1 on T , where T = {t = T x : x ∈ A}, and A is the bounded support set
of X.
C2. g(t) has two continuous derivatives on T ; g1s(t) satisﬁes Lipschitz condition of order 1,
where g1s(t) is the sth component of g1(t) = E(X|T X = t).
C3. The kernel K(u) is a bounded probability density function, and satisfying∫ ∞
−∞
uK(u) du = 0,
∫ ∞
−∞
u2K(u) du = 0 and
∫ ∞
−∞
u8K(u) du < ∞.
C4. E(ε|X) = 0, supx E(ε4|X = x) < ∞.
C5. nh2 → ∞, nh4 → 0; nhh31 → ∞, lim sup
n→∞
nh51 < ∞.
C6. V ((r)) and V0((r)) both are positive deﬁnite matrix, where V ((r))=E{ε2g′(T X)2J T(r)
[X − E(X|T X)][X − E(X|T X)]T J(r)} and V0((r)) = E[ε2g′(T X)2J T(r)XX
T J(r) ].
Remark 1. Condition C1 implies that the density function of XT  is positive, this ensures that
the denominators of gˆ and gˆ′ are, with high probability, bounded away from 0. We demand
Condition C2 because we are using a second-order kernel. This together with C3 ensures that gˆ
and gˆ′ have the high-order rates of convergence. C4 is a necessary condition for the asymptotic
normality of an estimator. Condition C5 is commonly used in nonparametric estimation. Since
the convergence rate of the estimator of g′ is slower than that of the estimator of g if we use
the same bandwidth, it causes a slower convergence rate of ˆ than
√
n unless we use the three-
order kernel and undersmoothing to reduce the bias of the estimator and to use the condition that
nh6 → 0 instead of nh4 → 0. Therefore, we introduce another bandwidth h1 in C5 to control the
variability of the estimator of g′. Two bandwidths for single estimation have also been used in the
literature [6] for a relevant model. C6 ensures that the ﬁniteness of the limiting variance of the
estimators ˆ.
We state the asymptotic behavior of the empirical likelihood ratio in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that conditions C1–C6 hold. If  is the true value of the parameter with the
positive component r , then we have
lˆ((r))
L−→ w121,1 + · · · + wp−121,p−1,
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where L−→ denotes convergence in distribution, the weights wi , for 1 ip− 1, are eigenvalues
of D((r)) = V −10 ((r))V ((r)), and 21,i (1 ip − 1) are independent 21 variables.
To apply Theorem 1 to construct a conﬁdence region (interval) of (r), we need to estimate
the unknown weights wi consistently. The plug-in method is used to estimate V0((r)) and
V ((r)) by
Vˆ0(ˆ
(r)
) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(ˆ
(r)
)ZˆTi (ˆ
(r)
) (2.5)
and
Vˆ (ˆ
(r)
) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
{[Yi − gˆ(ˆT Xi; ˆ)]2gˆ′(ˆT Xi; ˆ)2
×Jˆ T
ˆ
(r)[Xi − gˆ1(ˆT Xi; ˆ)][Xi − gˆ1(ˆT Xi; ˆ)]T Jˆˆ(r)
}
, (2.6)
where ˆ = (ˆ1, . . . , ˆp)T is the least-squares estimator of  based on model (1.1), which is
deﬁned by
ˆ = Argmin

{
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Yi − gˆ(T Xi; )]2
}
, (2.7)
ˆ
(r) = (ˆ1, . . . , ˆr−1, ˆr+1, . . . , ˆp)T , and gˆ1(t; ) is the estimator of g1(t) = E(X|T X = t)
as
gˆ1(t; ) =
n∑
i=1
Wni(t; )Xi.
This implies that eigenvalues of Dˆ(ˆ
(r)
) = Vˆ −10 (ˆ
(r)
)Vˆ (ˆ
(r)
), wˆi say, estimate wi consistently
for 1 ip − 1. Let H(·) be the conditional distribution of the weighted sum sˆ = wˆ121,1 +
· · · + wˆp−121,p−1 given the data {(Xi, Yi)ni=1}, and let cˆ be the 1 −  quantile of H(·). Then the
conﬁdence region with asymptotically correct coverage probability 1 −  can be deﬁned as
Iˆ(˜
(r)
) = {˜(r)| lˆ(˜(r)) cˆ, ‖˜(r)‖ < 1}.
In practice, H(·) can be obtained using Monte Carlo simulations by repeatedly generating inde-
pendent samples 21,1, . . . , 21,p−1 from the 21 distribution.
2.2. Two adjusted empirical log-likelihood ratios
Note that to obtain the estimated empirical log-likelihood, Monte Carlo is needed. It is compu-
tationally intensive method. In this section, we recommend two adjustments to avoid the Monte
Carlo simulation of the limit distribution.
Let ((r)) = (p − 1)/tr{D((r))} with tr(·) being the trace operator. Then following Rao and
Scott [27], the distribution of ((r))∑p−1i=1 wi21,i can be approximated by a standard chi-square
distribution with p− 1 degrees of freedom, 2p−1. This implies that the asymptotic distribution of
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the Rao–Scott adjusted empirical log-likelihood ratio ˆ(ˆ(r))lˆ((r)) can be approximated by 2p−1.
This can be achieved by using Theorem 1 and the consistency of Vˆ (ˆ
(r)
) and Vˆ0(ˆ
(r)
), where
ˆ(ˆ
(r)
) = (p−1)/tr{Dˆ(ˆ(r))}. The Rao–Scott adjusted empirical log-likelihood can be improved
by replacing ˆ
(r)
in ˆ(ˆ
(r)
) by (r). An improved Rao–Scott adjusted empirical log-likelihood is
deﬁned as
l˜((r)) = ˆ((r))lˆ((r)). (2.8)
However, the accuracy of this approximation depends on the values of the w′is. Next, we give an
adjusted empirical log-likelihood whose asymptotic distribution is exactly a standard chi-squared
with p − 1 degrees of freedom. Noting that
ˆ(ˆ
(r)
) = tr{Vˆ
−1(ˆ
(r)
)Vˆ (ˆ
(r)
)}
tr{Vˆ −10 (ˆ
(r)
)Vˆ (ˆ
(r)
)}
.
By examining the asymptotic expansion of lˆ((r)), we replace Vˆ (ˆ
(r)
) in ˆ(ˆ
(r)
) by Bˆ(ˆ
(r)
) ={∑n
i=1 Zˆi(ˆ
(r)
)
}{∑n
i=1 Zˆi(ˆ
(r)
)
}T
and obtain a different adjustment factor
rˆ(ˆ
(r)
) = tr{Vˆ
−1(ˆ
(r)
)Bˆ(ˆ
(r)
)}
tr{Vˆ −10 (ˆ
(r)
)Bˆ(ˆ
(r)
)}
.
It can be shown that rˆ(ˆ
(r)
)lˆ((r)) is an asymptotically 2p−1 variable. To increase the accuracy of
approximation, we replace ˆ
(r)
in rˆ(ˆ
(r)
) by (r), and deﬁne an adjusted empirical log-likelihood
by
lˆad(
(r)) = rˆ((r))lˆ((r)). (2.9)
Theorem 2. Suppose that conditions C1–C6 hold. If  is the true value of the parameter with the
positive component r , then we have
lˆad(
(r))
L−→ 2p−1.
Based on Theorem 2, lˆad((r)) can be used to construct a conﬁdence region for (r). Let
Iˆad,(˜
(r)
) = {˜(r)| lˆad (˜(r))c, ‖˜(r)‖ < 1}
with P {2p−1c} = 1−  and Iˆad,(˜
(r)
) gives a conﬁdence region for (r) with asymptotically
correct coverage probability 1 − .
Remark 2. Invoking Theorems 1 and 2, we can obtain the conﬁdence regions of (r). The con-
ﬁdence region of  can be immediately obtained through the relation r = (1 − ‖(r)‖2)1/2.
3. Simulation results
We conduced a simulation study for the three cases of p = 2, p = 3 and p = 4. For
comparison, four approaches were used in the simulations: the estimated empirical likelihood
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(EEL) suggested in Section 2.1, the adjusted empirical likelihood (AEL) and the improved Rao–
Scott adjusted empirical likelihood (IRSAEL) proposed in Section 2.2, and the least-squares (LS)
in [11]. The comparison was made through coverage accuracies and average areas of conﬁdence
regions. The LS based conﬁdence regions were constructed in terms of the asymptotic normal
distribution of ˆ, deﬁned in (2.7), with the plug-in estimated asymptotic variance matrix VˆLS =
n−1ˆ(ˆ
(r)
)−1Vˆ (ˆ
(r)
)ˆ(ˆ
(r)
)−1, where Vˆ (ˆ
(r)
) is deﬁned in (2.6), and
ˆ(ˆ
(r)
) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
gˆ′(ˆ
T
Xi; ˆ)2Jˆ T
ˆ
(r)XiX
T
i Jˆˆ
(r) .
When p = 2 and p = 3, we can compute the coverage probabilities and plot the conﬁdence
regions. But when p = 4, we only report the coverage probabilities because of the difﬁculty
of presenting plots. In the following three simulation examples, the sample sizes were n =
20, 50, 100. The kernel function was taken as K(u) = 1516 (1 − u2)2I [|u|1]. Another concern is
the selection of bandwidths h and h1. According to condition C5, the rate of h is between n−1/2
and n−1/4, and the rate of h1 is ranged from (nh)−1/3 to n−1/5. Note that the optimal bandwidth
hˆopt selected by the existing method, say least-squares cross validation (LSCV) or generalized
cross validation (GCV), has a rate at n−1/5. Therefore, we can select h and h1 as, respectively,
h = hˆoptn−2/15 and hˆ1 = hˆopt. (3.1)
From (3.1) we can know that h = O(n−1/3) and h1 = O(n−1/5). Both satisfy condition C5. See
Carroll et al. [1], Stute and Zhu [30] and Chiou and Müller [6] for relevant discussions. In our
simulation, LSCV was adopted.
The conﬁdence regions and the coverage probabilities of the conﬁdence regions, with nominal
level 1 −  = 0.95, were computed from 3000 runs. For EEL, the size of the reference sample
was 500.
Example 1. Consider the single-index regression model
Y = 6.25 exp(−1X1 − 2X2) + ε,
where (1, 2) = (0.8, 0.6), ε ∼ N(0, 0.32), and X1 and X2 are independent random variables
with a joint density
f (x1, x2) = 12 exp
(
x21 + x22
2
)
I[−4,4](x1)I[−4,4](x2).
The simulation results are reported in Tables 1 and 2. Since when p = 2, IRSAEL is reduced to
AEL, we do not need to report the relevant results.
The results in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the AEL consistently gives shorter intervals than the
other two methods, and achieves higher coverage probabilities. When n increases, we see that
the coverage probabilities of AEL increase, and the interval lengths are signiﬁcantly shorter. Our
limited simulation study suggests that AEL performs the best.
Our simulation results for the case of normal X agree with those of the corresponding truncated
normal X case. Our regularity conditions in Section 2 are satisﬁed for the latter case, and it is
interesting that the results remain valid for the normal X case.
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Table 1
Average lengths of conﬁdence intervals for 1 and 2 when the nominal level is 0.95
Parameters 1 2
n 20 50 100 20 50 100
EEL 0.0692 0.0484 0.0393 0.0687 0.0450 0.0363
AEL 0.0473 0.0236 0.0231 0.0458 0.0221 0.0207
LS 0.0814 0.0593 0.0480 0.0791 0.0562 0.0475
Table 2
Coverage probabilities of conﬁdence regions for 1 and 2 when the nominal level is 0.95
Parameters 1 2
n 20 50 100 20 50 100
EEL 0.8981 0.9215 0.9243 0.8960 0.9195 0.9223
AEL 0.9063 0.9297 0.9318 0.9045 0.9270 0.9302
LS 0.8957 0.9182 0.9219 0.8935 0.9160 0.9192
0.68 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74
0.55
0.57
0.59
0.61
beta1
be
ta
2
0.68 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74
0.38
0.40
0.42
0.44
beta1
be
ta
3
Fig. 1. The plots of 95% conﬁdence regions of (1,2), based on EEL (solid line), AEL (dashed line), IRSAEL (dotted
line) and LS (dot-dashed line). The sizes of samples was taken n=50.
Example 2. Consider the quadratic model
Y =
(
T X − 1/√3
)2 + 1 + ε,
where  = (√2/2,√3/3,√6/6)T , ε ∼ N(0, 0.22) and X are trivariate with independent uniform
(0,1) components. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 1 and Table 3.
Looking at the plots of 95% conﬁdence regions of the four approaches in Fig. 1, AEL is again
the best, its region is much smaller than the others. IRSAEL is also good. The EEL seems to be
also worthy of recommendation. It is seen that the difference of the coverage probabilities are
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Table 3
The coverage probabilities of the conﬁdence regions for (1,2) and (1,3) when the nominal level is 0.95
Parameters (1,2) (1,3)
n 20 50 100 20 50 100
EEL 0.8913 0.9248 0.9283 0.8904 0.9225 0.9267
AEL 0.8961 0.9297 0.9331 0.8943 0.9273 0.9317
IRSAEL 0.8943 0.9278 0.9313 0.8925 0.9251 0.9285
LS 0.8891 0.9217 0.9263 0.8970 0.9196 0.9242
Table 4
The coverage probabilities of the conﬁdence regions for (1,2,3) and (2,3,4) when the nominal level is 0.95
Parameters (1,2,3) (2,3,4)
n 20 50 100 20 50 100
EEL 0.8812 0.9180 0.9264 0.8814 0.9193 0.9261
AEL 0.8895 0.9253 0.9325 0.8902 0.9245 0.9345
IRSAEL 0.8861 0.9235 0.9318 0.8973 0.9237 0.9326
LS 0.8537 0.9019 0.9231 0.8541 0.9024 0.9281
fairly small among AEL, EEL and IRSAEL, and these three methods perform better than LS.
AEL and IRSAEL both outperform EEL and LS.
Example 3. Consider a four-dimensional case. A sine-single-index model is
Y = sin(T X/2) + ε,
where  = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)T , X are four-variate with independent uniform (0,1) components,
and ε is the standard exponent distribution withmean 0 and variance 1. The number of replications
was 100. The simulation results are showed in Table 4.
The results of Table 4 clearly show that the LS-based coverage probabilities are signiﬁcantly
smaller than the normal level 0.95 when n is not large. A comparison among the other methods
indicate that the AEL and the IRSAEL perform better than the EEL.
From the above simulations, we strongly recommend the AEL because of its superiority over
all other methods.
Appendix A.
A.1. Some lemmas
Since the proofs of the theorems is somewhat tedious, we divide themain steps of the proofs into
several lemmas. LemmasA.1 andA.2 give the bounds of two second moment, it is used to obtain
the mean squared error bounds for the estimators gˆ and gˆ′ given in LemmaA.3. The key technical
steps of the proof of Theorems are stated into Lemmas A.4–A.7. Lemma A.3 provides a tool to
prove Lemmas A.4–A.7. In Lemma A.4, we prove that n−1/2
∑n
i=1 Zˆi(
(r)) is asymptotically
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normally distributed. Lemma A.5 is to prove the convergence of the sample second moment of
Zˆi’s. Lemmas A.6 and A.7 are specially needed to make some terms relating to  in empirical
likelihood ratio negligible. Using Lemmas A.4–A.7, we can prove the key steps (2.3), (2.4) and
(A.17)–(A.19).
In the following text, we use c to represent any positive constant.
Lemma A.1. Suppose that the conditions C1–C3 hold. If h = cn− for 0 <  < 1/2 and c > 0,
then, for i = 1, . . . , n, we have
E
⎡⎣ n∑
j=1
Wnj (
T Xi; )g(T Xj ) − g(T Xi)
⎤⎦2 = O(h4) (A.1)
and
E
⎡⎣ n∑
j=1
W˜nj (
T Xi; )g(T Xj ) − g′(T Xi)
⎤⎦2 = O(h21). (A.2)
Proof. Since the proof of (A.1) is similar to (A.2), we only prove (A.2).WriteTi = T Xi .Without
confusion, rewrite W˜nj (T Xi; ) and U˜nj (T Xi; , h1) deﬁned right below (2.2) as W˜nj (Ti) and
U˜nj (Ti) respectively.A similar replacement applies toUnj (T Xi; , h1) and Sn,l(T Xi; , h1) by
Unj (Ti) and Sn,l(Ti). Note that
∑n
j=1 U˜nj (Ti) = 0 and
∑n
j=1 Unj (Ti) =
∑n
j=1 U˜nj (Ti)(Tj −Ti).
A simple calculation yields
n∑
j=1
W˜nj (Ti)g(Tj ) − g′(Ti) =
∑n
j=1 U˜nj (Ti)H(Tj , Ti)∑n
j=1 Unj (Ti)
, (A.3)
where H(Tj , Ti) = g(Tj ) − g(Ti) − g′(Ti)(Tj − Ti).
Let ETi [Zn] denote the conditional expectation of Zn given Ti , and denote Zn = Or(an), if
E|Zn|r = O(arn) for any integer r2. Using Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we can easily obtain
Or(an)Or(bn) = Or/2(anbn). (A.4)
For Sn,l(Ti), l = 0, 1, 2 and i = 1, . . . , n, we can derive that
Sn,l(Ti) = ETi [Sn,l(Ti)] + O4
((
E|Sn,l(Ti) − ETi [Sn,l(Ti)]|4
)1/4)
= alf (Ti)hl1
(
1 + O4
(
h1 + (nh1)−1/2
))
, l = 0, 1, 2, (A.5)
where al =
∫∞
−∞ u
lK(u) du, l = 0, 1, 2. From (A.4) and (A.5) we obtain
1
n
n∑
j=1
Unj (Ti) = Sn,0(Ti)Sn,2(Ti) − S2n,1(Ti)
= h21a2f 2(Ti)
[
1 + O2
(
h1 + (nh1)−1/2
)]
. (A.6)
Write Un(Ti) = ∑nj=1 Unj (Ti)/(nh21), U(Ti) = a2f 2(Ti). Using (A.6) and Borel–Cantelli’s
Lemma, similar to the proof of (A.4) in Härdle et al. [11], we can prove that
sup
t∈T
|Un(t) − U(t)| −→ 0 a.s.
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From condition C1 we know inf t∈T f (t)c1 > 0. Therefore, for large n,
inf
t∈T
|Un(t)| inf
t∈T
|U(t)| − sup
t∈T
|Un(t) − U(t)| > a2c21/2 > 0 a.s. (A.7)
Furthermore, an elementary calculation implies that
n∑
j=1
U˜nj (Ti)H(Tj , Ti) = Sn,0(Ti)
n∑
j=1
H(Tj , Ti)(Tj − Ti)Kh1(Tj − Ti)
−Sn,1(Ti)
n∑
j=1
H(Tj , Ti)Kh1(Tj − Ti). (A.8)
Similar as in the proof of (A.5), for l = 0, 1, we have
1
nh2+l1
n∑
j=1
H(Tj , Ti)(Tj − Ti)lKh1(Tj − Ti)
= h−2−l1 ETi
[
H(T1, Ti)(T1 − Ti)lKh1(T1 − Ti)
]+ O4((nh1)−1/2)
=: dnl + O4
(
(nh1)−1/2
)
and
|dnl |cf (Ti)
∫ ∞
−∞
|u|l+2K(u) du + O(h1) = O(1).
This together with (A.4), (A.5) and (A.8) proves that
n∑
j=1
U˜nj (Ti)H(Tj , Ti) = nh3
[
f (Ti)dn1 + O2(h1 + (nh1)−1/2
)]
.
Thus, combining again (A.7), we conclude
E
⎡⎣∣∣∣∣∣
∑n
j=1 U˜nj (Ti)H(Tj , Ti)∑n
j=1 Unj (Ti)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
⎤⎦ = O(h21), (A.9)
for i = 1, . . . , n. Combining (A.3) with (A.9), (A.2) is proved. 
Lemma A.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma A.1, we have⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
E
[
W 2ni(
T Xi; )
] = O((nh)−2),
E
⎡⎣ n∑
j=1,j =i
W 2nj (
T Xi; )
⎤⎦ = O((nh)−1),
and ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
E
[
W˜ 2ni(
T Xi; )
] = O((nh1)−2)+ O((n3h51)−1),
E
⎡⎣ n∑
j=1,j =i
W˜ 2nj (
T Xi; )
⎤⎦ = O((nh31)−1).
Proof. The proof of Lemma A.2 is similar to that for (A.2), hence, we omit it. 
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Lemma A.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma A.1, we have
E
[
gˆ(T Xi; ) − g(T Xi)
]2 = O(h4)+ O((nh)−1) (A.10)
and
E
[
gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)
]2 = O(h21)+ O((nh31)−1). (A.11)
Proof. Using (A.1) of Lemma A.1 and the result of Lemma A.2, we have
E
[
gˆ(T Xi; ) − g(T Xi)
]2
= E
⎡⎣ n∑
j=1
Wnj (
T Xi; )g(T Xj ) − g(T Xi)
⎤⎦2 + E
⎡⎣ n∑
j=1
Wnj (
T Xi; )εj
⎤⎦2
ch4 + c(nh)−1.
This proves (A.10). The proof of (A.11) is similar. The proof is completed. 
Lemma A.4. Suppose that conditions C1–C5 hold. When  is the true value of the parameter
with the positive component r , we have
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
L−→ N(0, V ((r)))
where V ((r)) is deﬁned in condition C6.
Proof. We again use some elementary calculation to obtain
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆ((r)) = Vn((r)) + J T(r) (M1 + M2 + M3), (A.12)
where
Vn(
(r)) = 1√
n
n∑
i=1
εig
′(T Xi)J T(r)
[
Xi − E(Xi |T Xi)
]
,
M1 = 1√
n
n∑
i=1
εi
[
gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)
]
Xi,
M2 = 1√
n
n∑
i=1
[
g(T Xi) − gˆ(T Xi; )
][
gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)
]
Xi
and
M3 = 1√
n
n∑
i=1
g′(T Xi)
{[
g(T Xi) − gˆ(T Xi; )
]
Xi + εiE(Xi |T Xi)
}
.
By Central Limit Theorems for the sum of independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables, we can obtain that
Vn(
(r))
L−→ N(0, V ((r))). (A.13)
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By Lemmas A.1–A.3, we can show that Ml
P−→ 0, l = 1, 2, 3. This together with (A.12) and
(A.13) proves Lemma A.4. 
Lemma A.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we have
1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))Zˆi(
(r))T
P−→ V0((r)),
where V0((r)) is deﬁned in condition C6.
Proof. Let
Rni =
[
gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)
]
J T
(r)
Xiεi
+[g(T Xi; ) − gˆ(T Xi)]g′(T Xi)J T(r)Xi
+[g(T Xi; ) − gˆ(T Xi)][gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)]J T(r)Xi.
Then
1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))ZˆTi (
(r))
= 1
n
n∑
i=1
ε2i g
′(T Xi)2J T(r)XiX
T
i J(r) +
1
n
n∑
i=1
RniR
T
ni
+ 1
n
n∑
i=1
εig
′(T Xi)J T(r)XiR
T
ni +
1
n
n∑
i=1
εig
′(T Xi)RniXTi J(r)
=: A1 + A2 + A3 + A4. (A.14)
By the law of large numbers, we obtain A1
P−→ V0((r)). Hence, to prove Lemma A.5, we only
need to show that Al
P−→ 0, l = 2, 3, 4.
Let A2,st denote the (s, t) element of A2, and Rni,s denote the sth component of Rni . Then by
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we obtain
|A2,st |
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
R2ni,s
)1/2 (
1
n
n∑
i=1
R2ni,s
)1/2
. (A.15)
Further,
1
n
n∑
i=1
R2ni,s  cn−1
n∑
i=1
[
gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)
]2
X2isε
2
i
+ cn−1
n∑
i=1
[
gˆ(T Xi; ) − g(T Xi)
]2
g′(T Xi)2X2is
+ cn−1
n∑
i=1
∣∣gˆ(T Xi; ) − g(T Xi)∣∣2∣∣gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)∣∣2X2is
=: L1 + L2 + L3.
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Let gˆ′(t; )(−i) = gˆ′(t; )− W˜ni(t; )Yi be the leave-one-point estimator of g′(t). A straightfor-
ward extension of Lemma A.3 yields that, for all 1 in,
E
[
gˆ′(T Xi; )(−i) − g′(T Xi)
]2ch21 + c(nh31)−1.
By substituting gˆ′(T Xi; ) with gˆ′(T Xi; )(−i) + W˜ni(T Xi; )Yi , we have
E(L1)  cn−1
n∑
i=1
E
{[
gˆ′(T Xi; )(−i) − g′(T Xi)
]2
X2isε
2
i
}
+ cn−1
n∑
i=1
E
[
W˜ 2ni(
T Xi; )Y 2i X2isε2i
]
 ch21 + c(nh31)−1 −→ 0. (A.16)
Therefore, we have L1
P−→ 0. By Lemma A.3, we can derive that, L2 P−→ 0 and L3 P−→ 0. This
shows that
1
n
n∑
i=1
R2ni,s
P−→ 0.
Together with (A.15), it is easy to see that A2 P−→ 0. Similarly, we can show A3 P−→ 0 and
A4
P−→ 0. These together with (A.14) and A1 P−→ V0((r)) prove Lemma A.5. 
Lemma A.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we have
max
1 in
‖Zˆi((r))‖ = oP
(
n1/2
)
.
Proof. Let Zˆi,s((r)) denote the sth component of Zˆi((r)). Some elementary calculation yields
that
max
1 in
| Zˆi,s((r))|  c max
1 in
|g′(T Xi)Xisεi |
+ c max
1 in
|[gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)]Xisεi |
+ c max
1 in
|[gˆ(T Xi; ) − g(T Xi)]g′(T Xi)Xis |
+ c max
1 in
|[gˆ(T Xi; ) − g(T Xi)][gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)]Xis |
=: B1 + B2 + B3 + B4.
By Owen [21], max1 in |Yi | a.s.= o
(
n1/2
)
when E(Y 2) < ∞. Therefore, we can obtain that
B1 = oP
(
n1/2
)
. By the Markov’s inequality and (A.16), for any  > 0,
P
{
n1/2B2 > 
}

n∑
i=1
P
{
|[gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)]Xisεi | > √n
}
 1
n2
n∑
i=1
E
{[
gˆ′(T Xi; ) − g′(T Xi)
]2
X2isε
2
i
}
 ch21 + c(nh31)−1 −→ 0.
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This is B2 = oP
(
n1/2
)
. Similarly, we can prove that B3 = oP
(
n1/2
)
and B4 = oP
(
n1/2
)
. The
proof is completed. 
Lemma A.7. Under the assumptions of Lemma A.4, we have  = OP
(
n−1/2
)
.
Proof. By Lemma A.4, it follows that n−1
∑n
i=1 Zˆi(
(r)) = OP
(
n−1/2
)
. This together with
Lemma A.5 proves Lemma A.7 by employing the same arguments used in the proof of (2.14) in
Owen [21]. 
A.2. The proof of theorems
Proof of Theorem 1. Applying the Taylor expansion to (2.3) and invoking LemmasA.5–A.7 we
obtain that
lˆ((r)) = 2
n∑
i=1
[
T Zˆi(
(r)) − 1
2
[
T Zˆi(
(r))
]2]+ oP (1). (A.17)
By (2.4), it follows that
0 = 1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
1 + T Zˆi((r))
= 1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r)) − 1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))ZˆTi (
(r)) + 1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
[
T Zˆi(
(r))
]2
1 + T Zˆi((r))
.
The application of Lemmas A.5–A.7 again yields that
n∑
i=1
[T Zˆi((r))]2 =
n∑
i=1
T Zˆi(
(r)) + oP (1) (A.18)
and
 =
(
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))ZˆTi (
(r))
)−1 n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r)) + oP
(
n−1/2
)
. (A.19)
This together with (A.17) proves that
lˆ((r)) =
(
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
)T (
1
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))ZˆTi (
(r))
)−1 (
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
)
+oP (1).
From Lemma A.5 we obtain
lˆ((r)) =
(
V −
1
2 ((r))
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
)T
D1(
(r))
(
V −
1
2 ((r))
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
)
+oP (1),
where D1((r)) = V 12 ((r))V −10 ((r))V
1
2 ((r)).
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Let D˜ = diag(w1, . . . , wp−1), where wi , 1 ip − 1, are deﬁned in Theorem 1. Note that
D1(
(r)) and D((r)) have the same eigenvalues. Then there exists an orthogonal matrix Q such
that QT D˜Q = D1((r)). Hence
lˆ((r)) =
(
QV −
1
2 ((r))
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
)T
D˜
(
QV −
1
2 ((r))
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
)
+ oP (1).
From Lemma A.4 we obtain that
QV −
1
2 ((r))
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
L−→ N(0, Ip−1), (A.20)
where Ip−1 is the (p − 1) × (p − 1) identity matrix. Above two results together prove
Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Recalling the deﬁnition of lˆad((r)) in (2.10), it follows that, by (A.17),
lˆad(
(r)) =
(
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
)T
Vˆ −1((r))
(
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Zˆi(
(r))
)
+ oP (1).
By the arguments similar to those used in the proof of LemmaA.5, we can show that Vˆ ((r)) P−→
V ((r)). This together with (A.20) proves that lˆad((r)) is asymptotically chi-squared with p − 1
degrees of freedom. 
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